Motivation and significance
Scale-resolving approaches to simulating turbulent flow, such as Large-Eddy Simulation (LES), are currently used in academic research and industry when conventional turbulence modelling fails to provide accurate results. As larger computational resources become available, scale-resolving simulations can be expected to become increasingly common in the coming decades [1] . Fluid flow can be described mathematically by a set of partial differential equations. To obtain a unique solution, the equations must be complemented by initial and boundary conditions.
For a wide range of flow cases, a significant challenge is describing data at the inlet boundaries. If a scale-resolving simulation approach is adopted, the problem becomes especially involved because all such simulations are by definition transient, and thus time-dependent turbulent motion has to be prescribed at the boundary. A large variety of methods has been developed to tackle this complex problem. A review of several can be found in [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Currently, the adoption of both established and newly developed methods is limited by the fact that they are commonly implemented within the framework of a specific CFD solver. Thus different methods are available in different solvers using a variety of languages and implementations.
In this paper, the Python package eddylicious is presented.
The long-term goal of the package is to unite the existing inflow generation methods. The generated inflow fields are saved by eddylicious to disk. This requires storing large datasets but also allows one to detach the generation methods themselves from concrete CFD software solutions. A given CFD solver can take advantage of all the methods implemented in the package simply by reading the boundary data from disk. Since most solvers expect the data to be stored in a particular format, eddylicious is structured in a way that allows to easily add support for new I/O formats to the package. 
Software description

Software architecture
In eddylicious, the implementation of the inflow generators and the I/O routines are separated into different modules. Thus, the packages consists of three modules: readers, writers, and generators.
As the names imply, the generators module is dedicated to the various inflow generation methods, the writers module to the routines for output to different file formats, and the readers module to functions for reading in the geometry specification of the inlet and also reading previously saved velocity fields from disk. The latter is needed for those inflow generation methods that rely on using data generated by another simulation. Additionally, the package provides some utilities that simplify certain routine tasks, such as conversion from one file format to another.
The user interacts with the package via executable Python scripts that accept user input via a configuration file. Each method in the generators module has an associated script that parses the configuration file and calls the appropriate functions associated with the I/O and inflow generation that was chosen by the user. The configuration file is a text file with a parameter-name and value pair on each line. The parameters that need to be specified depend on the inflow generation and I/O methods.
The contributors to the package are likely to be researchers and other CFD users. Therefore the implementation of the package is done using procedural programming. Each subroutine is extensively documented using NumPy-style docstrings.
1 Since eddylicious is written in Python, an extensive set of state-of-theart libraries for scientific computing is available to the developers.
All of these factors make eddylicious an excellent platform for rapid prototyping of new inflow generation methods.
Software functionalities
Currently, the package includes support for several I/O formats and a single inflow generation method. It is assumed that the only quantity that has to be considered is the velocity field. This limits, at the current stage, the application of eddylicious to simulations of incompressible flow since for compressible flow several thermodynamic quantities have to be prescribed at the inlet.
Two output file formats are supported. The first one is a format native to the freely available general-purpose CFD solver Open-FOAM, [6] . The instantaneous velocity fields are saved as text files, each containing an ordered list of the three Cartesian coordinates of the velocity vector. Notably, a single file represents each time step, which is a major downside of the format, because hundreds of thousands of files may have to be created, depending on the time frame of the simulation. A file containing a list of spatial coordinates is also saved, it contains the centres of the faces forming the inlet boundary.
Eddylicious also has the ability to output the generated fields to a single HDF5 file [7] . It supports parallel I/O via the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which makes it well-suited for CFD solvers that distribute the workload over many processors.
The functionality of the readers module is similar. In Open-FOAM, sampled data can be written to disk in specific format called foamFile. Input of data in this format is supported by eddylicious. Also, a utility script for converting a database of sampled velocity values saved as multiple foamFile files into a single HDF5 file is available to the users. The produced file can then be used as input to eddylicious.
An inflow generation method suitable for simulations of turbulent boundary layers (TBL's) is presented in [8] . It is based on applying a rescaling procedure to the instantaneous velocity values from a sampling plane located downstream of the inlet. The rescaling procedure ensures that the inflow satisfies certain desired characteristics, such as the values of the boundary layer thickness and the friction velocity. This rescaling procedure is implemented in eddylicious.
The rescaling process operates on the velocity values corresponding to a single time step, making it easy to parallelize the inflow generation process (which is done in eddylicious using MPI). Linear spatial interpolation is also built into the rescaling process. Therefore, the locations of the rescaled values and the produced ones are not required to coincide. In [8] , the values to be rescaled are assumed to be taken from a TBL simulation.
In eddylicious, however, it is also possible to rescale velocity values from a simulation of turbulent channel flow.
An important limitation is that the inlet is assumed to be a rectangle, and meshed using a structured rectilinear grid. This type of inlet geometry is common for a range of turbulent flows, but limits the usability of eddylicious for industrial applications.
Generalizing the code for support of other grid types and geometry configurations is a high priority.
Illustrative examples
It is clear from the description of the functionality that eddylicious is currently best suited for generating inflow for OpenFOAM simulations of canonical wall-bounded turbulent flows. In particular, those flows that have either turbulent channel flow or the TBL at the inlet of the domain. In this section a number of illustrative examples which fall into this category are presented.
Example 1
Turbulent channel flow is fully described by the value of a non-dimensional parameter, the Reynolds number Re, [9] . Simulating channel flow does not require inflow generation, since streamwise-periodic boundary conditions can be employed. Now, consider a simulation of a plane-diffuser. In particular, one where the flow entering the diffuser corresponds to that of fullydeveloped turbulent channel flow. In this case, velocity values sampled from a plane in a channel flow simulation can be used as inflow for the diffuser simulation.
Let the Reynolds number for the channel flow simulation coincide with that found at the inlet of the diffuser. Then the sampled velocity values need only be mapped onto the computational mesh of the inlet. This task can be performed using eddylicious. Assume that both the channel flow and the diffuser simulations are performed using OpenFOAM. The velocity values from a sampling plane located in the channel flow simulation can be saved to disk in the foamFile format. The utility convertFoamFileToHDF5 found in eddylicious can be employed to convert all the produced foamFile files into a single HDF5 file, which is significantly more convenient to handle. Then, the implemented inflow generation method, executed by using the associated runLundRescaling script, can be used to read in the sampled velocities and output them to files formatted according to OpenFOAM's specification for stored boundary data. Note that spatial interpolation will be performed automatically if the locations of face-centres of the grid at the inlet of the diffuser simulation and those of the sampling points used in the channel flow simulation do not coincide.
Example 2
A backward-facing step (BFS) simulation requires a TBL at the inflow of the domain [10] . Similarly to the previous example, a separate TBL simulation can be set up for the purpose of generating the inflow. As in the case of channel flow, the inflow TBL can be characterized by the value of Re.
Consider a situation when in the precursor TBL the Reynolds number equal to that at the inflow of the BFS simulation is achieved via a different combination of values of dimensional parameters.
In that case, the rescaling [8] , built into eddylicious, can be used to rescale the sampled velocity fields in such a manner that the Reynolds number is preserved, but the values of the dimensional parameters are changed to those required at the inflow.
Example 3
Consider a simulation of a flow over a smooth ramp, e.g. replicating the experimental set-up found in [11] . The experiment employed a wind tunnel, and consequently two TBL's should be present at the inlet boundary of the simulation, attached to the bottom and top walls of the tunnel, respectively.
It is possible to use separate TBL simulations to generate the inflow, as in the previous example. However, in order to save computational resources it is possible to use channel flow instead. As an approximation, one can see channel flow as two boundary layers attached to the respective walls of the channel, interacting with each other in the region away from the walls. Each half of the channel (in the wall-normal direction) can thus be put into correspondence with a single TBL.
This approach is fully supported by eddylicious. Velocity values sampled from the channel flow simulation can be used to produce two separate inflow velocity databases corresponding to the two TBL's. It is possible that the TBL's at the top and bottom walls of the domain are not characterized by the same value of the Reynolds number. To handle this, the inflow generation procedure is run for each TBL individually thus making it possible to provide different rescaling parameters in each case.
Impact
The package is currently used for computational experiments on different inflow generation approaches, see [12] . It is also used for wall-bounded turbulence simulations as described in the previous section. In the current version of eddylicious (0.0.5), the functionality is mature and stable enough in order for others to benefit from and contribute to it.
The main impact of this software is that it enables the members of the CFD community a way to easily share newly developed inflow generation methods which they can implement using a novice-friendly programming language and the excellent libraries that are available for it. As new I/O methods are added, contributing to eddylicious will become even more attractive since the potential user base will include those of several CFD solvers.
Developers of new solvers may choose to rely on eddylicious instead of implementing inflow generation internally.
Having many methods under one roof will also impact the quality of benchmarking of the generation methods. In particular, it will be easy to compare several methods using a single CFD solver and keeping all other simulation parameters fixed, which has been difficult before [2] .
From the user perspective, the complex task of inflow generation will be simplified due to access to several methods to choose from, all contained in a single package.
Conclusions
This work presents the Python package eddylicious, dedicated to generation of turbulent inflow. The package establishes a framework for collecting inflow generation methods within a single code-base. The generated fields are stored, thus allowing to interface with any CFD software that supports reading boundary data from disk. The currently included I/O routines make it convenient to use the package in tandem with the solver OpenFOAM. The implemented inflow generation method provides a versatile and accurate way of producing inflow for simulations of flows involving a TBL or turbulent channel flow at the inlet. The functionality of the package as well as the source code is well-documented.
